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It is a great honour for us to edit this special issue of Procedia Economics and Finance. This volume includes 
selected papers presented at the 9th International Scientific Conference “Business Economics and Management 
2015”, BEM2015, which was held in October 15 – 16, 2015 at the Technical University in Zvolen, Slovakia. The 
conference was organized by the organization Wood Congress, a member of the Association of Slovak Scientific 
and Technological Societies and by the Department of Business Economics at the Technical University in Zvolen. 
International scientific conference “Business Economics and Management” is a platform for presentation of the 
latest scientific knowledge regarding economics and management of enterprises. It is addressed to a wide range of 
academics and researchers from universities and experts from business practice. The aim of the conference was the 
exchange of knowledge and research findings in economic and management science among academic researchers 
and business economists, as well as searching possibilities for preparation and solution of common research projects 
and for innovations and development of economic study programmes.  
The conference covered following topics: 
x Business Economics 
x Business Management 
x Accounting, taxes and finance 
x Information and communication technologies (IS/ICT) 
x Marketing and trade 
x Business environment 
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Participants of the conference have presented their results of scientific research from different areas: innovation 
management, stakeholder management, process quality management, facility management, process management, 
human resources management, production planning, corporate sustainability concept, controlling instruments, 
corporate performance, economic efficiency, product calculations, tax analyses, stability of financial system, 
entrepreneurship, ethics in business, approach to customer, analysis of customer behaviour, visual merchandising, 
analysis of entrepreneurial environment and regional development. 
The conference has unfolded within an important framework where new ideas in business economics and 
management have met and developed. We believe that participants have found valuable ideas and inspirations, 
which can be put into next scientific research and practice.  
The conference hosted participants from France, Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic and Slovakia from 32 
different institutions. A total of 120 full papers or abstracts were submitted for this conference. Each paper has been 
reviewed by the reviewers specialized in the related field. The papers included in this volume passed successfully 
through double-blind peer-review process. The papers forming the main body of this special issue demonstrate very 
well the most actual topics present in our research community. 
We would like to thank all participants of the conference for interesting and inspiring presentations and 
discussions. The conference was marked by a nice friendly atmosphere. For success and organization of high-level 
scientific conference we wish to thank the members of International Scientific Committee and Organizing 
Committee of the conference BEM2015. Special thanks belong to all reviewers, the publisher and those involved in 
technical processes for their excellent work. 
We would like to state, that the 9th International Scientific Conference “Business Economics and Management 
2015” has exceeded expectations of all members of the Organizing Committee. 
Hoping that participants had spent nice days during the conference in Zvolen, we would like to consider they 
will be thinking about participation in our next conference “BEM 2017”. 
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